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Abstract. We propose a new method to control memory resources by
static analysis. For this, we introduce the notion of sup-interpretation
which bounds from above the size of function outputs. We establish a criteria for which the stack frame size is polynomially bounded. The criteria
analyses terminating as well as non-terminating programs. This method
applies to ﬁrst order functional programming with pattern matching.
This work is related to quasi-interpretations but we are now able to determine resources of diﬀerent algorithms and it is easier to perform an
analysis with this new tools.

1

Introduction

This paper deals with general investigation on program complexity analysis. It
introduces the notion of sup-interpretation, a new tool that provides an upper
bound on the size of every stack frame if the program is non-terminating, and
establishes an upper bound on the size of function outputs if the program is
terminating.
A sup-interpretation of a program is a partial assignment of function symbols,
which ranges over reals and which bounds the size of the computed values.
The practical issue is to provide program static analysis in order to guarantee space resources that a program consumes during an execution. There is
no need to say that this is crucial for at least many critical applications, and
have strong impact in computer security. There are several approaches which
are trying to solve the same problem. The ﬁrst protection mechanism is by monitoring computations. However, if the monitor is compiled with the program,
it could crash unpredictably by memory leak. The second is the testing-based
approach, which is complementary to static analysis. Indeed, testing provides
a lower bound on the memory while static analysis gives an upper bound. The
gap between both bounds is of some value in practical applications (See [22]
for an interesting discussion). Lastly, the third approach is type checking done
by a bytecode veriﬁer. In an untrusted environment (like embedded systems),
the type protection policy (Java or .Net) does not allow dynamic allocation.
Our approach is an attempt to control resources, and provide a proof certiﬁcate, of a high-level language in such a way that the compiled code is safe wrt
memory overﬂow. Thus, we capture and deal with memory allocation features.
M. Hagiya and P. Wadler (Eds.): FLOPS 2006, LNCS 3945, pp. 163–176, 2006.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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Similar approaches are the one by Hofmann [15, 16] and the one by Aspinall and
Compagnoni [5].
For that purpose we consider ﬁrst order functional programming language
with pattern matching but we ﬁrmly believe that such a method could be applied
to other languages such as resource bytecode veriﬁer by following the lines of [2],
language with synchronous cooperative threads as in [3] or ﬁrst order functional
language including streams as in [14] .
The notion of sup-interpretation can be seen as a kind of annotation provided in
the code by the programmer. Sup-interpretations strongly inherit from the notion
of quasi-interpretation developed by Bonfante, Marion and Moyen in [10, 11, 21].
Consequently the notion of sup-interpretation comes from the notion of polynomial interpretation used to prove termination of programs in [13, 18] and more
recently in [8, 20]. Quasi-interpretation, like sup-interpretation, provides a bound
over function outputs by static analysis for ﬁrst order functional programs and
allows the programmer to ﬁnd a bound on the size of every stack frame. Quasiinterpretation was developed with the aim to pay more attention to the algorithmic aspects of complexity than to the functional (or extensional) one and then it
is part of study of the implicit complexity of programs.
However the notions of sup-interpretation and quasi-interpretation diﬀer for
two reasons. First, the sup-interpretations are partial assignments which do
not satisfy the subterm property, and this allows to capture a larger class of
algorithms. In fact, programs computing logarithm or division admits a supinterpretation but have no quasi-interpretation. Second, the sup-interpretation
is a partial assignment over the set of function symbols of a program, whereas
the quasi-interpretation is a total assignment on function symbols. On the other
hand, sup-interpretations come with a companion, which is a weight to measure argument size of recursive calls involved in a program run. In order to
obtain a polynomial space bound, some constraints are developed over weights
and sup-interpretations using the underlying notion of dependency pairs by Arts
and Giesl [4]. The dependency pairs were initially introduced for proving termination of term rewriting systems automatically. Even if this paper no longer
focuses on termination, the notion of dependency pair is used for forcing the
program to compute in polynomial space. There is a very strong relation between termination and computational complexity. Indeed, in order to prove
some complexity bounds and termination, we need to control the arguments
occurring in a function recursive call. Since we try to control together the arguments of a recursive call, the sup-interpretation is closer to the dependency
pairs method than to the size-change principle method of [19] which consider
the arguments of a recursive call separately (See more rencently [17]). Section
2 introduces the ﬁrst order functional language and its semantics. Section 3
deﬁnes the main notions of sup-interpretation and weight used to bound the
size of a program outputs. Section 4 presents the notion of fraternity used
to control the size of values added by recursive calls. In section 5, we deﬁne the notion of polynomial and additive assignments for sup-interpretations
and weights. Finally, section 6 introduces the notion of friendly programs and
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the main theorems of this paper providing a polynomial bound on the values
computed by friendly programs. The full paper with all proofs is available at
http://www.loria.fr/∼pechoux. The appendix of the full paper presents examples of friendly programs, an example of non-friendly program and some examples over streams.

2

First Order Functional Programming

2.1

Syntax of Programs

We deﬁne a generic ﬁrst order functional programming language. The vocabulary
Σ = Cns, Op, Fct is composed of three disjoint domains of symbols. The arity
of a symbol is the number n of arguments that it takes. The set of programs are
deﬁned by the following grammar.
Programs p
::= def 1 , · · · , def m
Definitions  def ::= f(x1 , · · · , xn ) = ef
Expression  e
::= x | c(e1 , · · · , en ) | op(e1 , · · · , en ) | f(e1 , · · · , en )
| Case e1 , · · · , en of p1 → e1 . . . p → e
Patterns  p
::= x | c(p1 , · · · , pn )
where c ∈ Cns is a constructor, op ∈ Op is an operator, f ∈ Fct is a function
symbol, and pi is a sequence of n patterns. Throughout, we generalize this notation to expressions and we write e to express a sequence of expressions, that
is e = e1 , . . . , en , for some n clearly determined by the context.
The set of variables Var is disjoint from Σ and x ∈ Var. In a deﬁnition, ef
is called the body of f. A variable of ef is either a variable in the parameter
list x1 , · · · , xn of the deﬁnition of f or a variable which occurs in a pattern
of a case deﬁnition. In a case expression, patterns are not overlapping. The
program’s main function symbol is the ﬁrst function symbol in the program’s
list of deﬁnitions. We usually don’t make the distinction between this main
symbol and the program symbol p.
Lastly, it is convenient, because it avoids tedious details, to restrict case definitions in such a way that an expression involved in a Case expression does
not contain nested Case (In other words, an expression ej does not contain
an expression Case ). This is not a severe restriction since a program involving
nested Case can be transformed in linear time in its size into an equivalent
program without the nested case construction.
2.2

Semantics

The set Values is the constructor algebra freely generated from Cns.
Values  v ::= c | c(v1 , · · · , vn )

c ∈ Cns

Put Values ∗ = Values ∪ {Err} where Err is the value associated to an error.
Each operator op of arity n is interpreted by a function op from Values n
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to Values ∗ . Operators are essentially basic partial functions like destructors or
characteristic functions of predicates like =. The destructor tl illustrates the
purpose of Err when it satisﬁes tl(nil) = Err.
The computational domain is Values # = Values ∪ {Err, ⊥} where ⊥ means
that a program is non-terminating. The language has a closure-based call-byvalue semantics which is displayed in Figure 1. A few comments are necessary.
A substitution σ is a ﬁnite function from variables to Values. The application
of a substitution σ to an expression e is noted eσ.

t1 ↓ w1 . . . tn ↓ wn
c(t1 , · · · , tn ) ↓ c(w1 , · · · , wn )

c ∈ Cns and ∀i, wi = Err

t1 ↓ w1 . . . tn ↓ wn
op(t1 , · · · , tn ) ↓ op(w1 , · · · , wn )
e↓u

∃σ, i : pi σ = u

op ∈ Op and ∀i, wi = Err

ei σ ↓ w

Case e of p1 → e1 . . . p → e ↓ w
e1 ↓ w1 . . . en ↓ wn

f(x1 , · · · , xn ) = ef

f(e1 , · · · , en ) ↓ w

ef σ ↓ w

Case and u = Err

where σ(xi ) = wi = Err and w = Err

Fig. 1. Call by value semantics of ground expressions wrt a program p

The meaning of e ↓ w is that e evaluates to the value w of Values ∗ . If no
rule is applicable, then an error occurs, and e ↓ Err. So, a program p computes
a partial function p : Values n → Values # deﬁned as follows. For all vi ∈
Values, p(v1 , · · · , vn ) = w iﬀ p(v1 , · · · , vn ) ↓ w. Otherwise p(v1 , · · · , vn ) =
⊥. Throughout, we shall say that p(v1 , · · · , vn ) is deﬁned when p(v1 , · · · , vn )
is a constructor term of Values.

3
3.1

Sup-interpretations
Partial Assignment

A partial assignment θ is a partial mapping from a vocabulary Σ such that
for each symbol f of arity n, in the domain of θ, it yields a partial function
θ(f ) : (R)n −→ R. The domain of a partial assignment θ is noted dom(θ).
Because it is convenient, we shall always assume that partial assignments that
we consider, are deﬁned on constructors and operators. That is Cns ∪ Op ⊆
dom(θ).
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An expression e is deﬁned over dom(θ) if each symbol belongs to dom(θ) or is
a variable of Var. Take a denumerable sequence X1 , . . . , Xn , . . .. Assume that an
expression e is deﬁned over dom(θ) and has n variables. The partial assignment
of e wrt θ is the extension of the assignment θ to the expression e that we write
θ∗ (e). It denotes a function from Rn to R and is deﬁned as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

If
If
If
If

xi is a variable of Var, let θ∗ (xi ) = Xi
b is a 0-ary symbol of Σ, then θ∗ (b) = θ(b).
e is a sequence of n expressions, then θ∗ (e) = max(θ∗ (e1 ), . . . , θ∗ (en ))
e is a Case expression of the shape Case e of p1 → e1 . . . p → e ,
θ∗ (e) = max(θ∗ (e), θ∗ (e1 ), . . . , θ∗ (e ))

5. If f is a symbol of arity n > 0 and e1 , · · · , en are expressions, then
θ∗ (f (e1 , · · · , en )) = θ(f )(θ∗ (e1 ), . . . , θ∗ (en ))
3.2

Sup-interpretation

Deﬁnition 1 (Sup-interpretation). A sup-interpretation is a partial assignment θ which veriﬁes the three conditions below :
1. The assignment θ is weakly monotonic. That is, for each symbol f ∈ dom(θ),
the function θ(f ) satisﬁes
∀i = 1, . . . , n Xi ≥ Yi ⇒ θ(f )(X1 , · · · , Xn ) ≥ θ(f )(Y1 , · · · , Yn )
2. For each v ∈ Values,
θ∗ (v) ≥ |v|
The size of an expression e is noted |e| and
 is deﬁned by |c| = 0 where c is
a 0-ary symbol and |b(e1 , . . . , en )| = 1 + i |ei | where b is a n-ary symbol.
3. For each symbol f ∈ dom(θ) of arity n and for each value v1 , . . . , vn of
Values, if f (v1 , . . . , vn ) is deﬁned, that is f (v1 , . . . , vn ) ∈ Values, then
θ∗ (f (v1 , . . . , vn )) ≥ θ∗ (f (v1 , . . . , vn ))
Now an expression e admits a sup-interpretation θ if e is deﬁned over dom(θ).
The sup-interpretation of e wrt θ is θ∗ (e).
Intuitively, the sup-interpretation is a special program interpretation. Instead
of yielding the program denotation, a sup-interpretation provides an approximation from above of the size of the outputs of the function denoted by the
program. It is worth noticing that sup-interpretations are a complexity measure
in the sense of Blum [7].
Lemma 1. Let e be an expression with no variable and which admits a supinterpretation θ. Assume that e is deﬁned. We then have
θ∗ (e) ≤ θ∗ (e)
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Proof. The proof is done by structural induction on expression. The base case
is a consequence of Condition 2 of Deﬁnition 1.
Take an expression e = f (e1 , · · · , en ) that has a sup-interpretation θ. By
induction hypothesis (IH), we have θ∗ (ei ) ≥ θ∗ (ei ). Now,
θ∗ (e) = θ(f )(θ∗ (e1 ), ..., θ∗ (en ))
∗

∗

≥ θ(f )(θ (e1 ), ..., θ (en ))
= θ∗ (f (e1 , ..., en ))
≥ θ∗ (f (e1 , ..., en ))
= θ∗ (e)

by deﬁnition of θ∗
by 1 of Dfn 1 and (IH)
by deﬁnition of θ∗
by 3 of Dfn 1



Given an expression e, we deﬁne e thus:

|e| if e is deﬁned
e =
0
otherwise
Corollary 1. Let e be an expression with no variable and which admits a supinterpretation θ. Assume that e is deﬁned. We then have
e ≤ θ∗ (e)
Proof.
θ∗ (e) ≥ θ∗ (e)
≥ e

by Lemma 1
by Condition 2 of Dfn 1




Example 1.
half(x) = Case x of 0 → 0
S(0) → 0
S(S(y)) → S(half(y))
In this example, the function half computes n/2 on an entry of size n. So by
taking θ(S)(X) = X+1 and θ(half)(X) = X/2, we deﬁne a sup-interpretation of
the function symbol half. In fact, both functions are monotonic. For every unary
value v of size n, θ∗ (v) = n ≥ n = |v| by deﬁnition of θ(S), so that condition 2
on sup-interpretation is satisﬁed. Finally, it remains to check that for every value
v, θ∗ (half(v)) ≥ θ∗ (half(v)). For a value v of size n, we have by deﬁnition of
θ∗ that θ∗ (half(v)) = θ∗ (v)/2 = n/2 and θ∗ (half(v)) = half(v) = n/2.
Since n/2 ≥ n/2, condition 3 of sup-interpretation is satisﬁed. Notice that such
a sup-interpretation is not a quasi-interpretation (a fortiori not an interpretation
for proof termination) since it does not have the subterm property (see below
for a deﬁnition of this property).
3.3

Weight

The weight allows us to control the size of the arguments in recursive calls. A
weight is an assignment having the subterm property but no longer giving a
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bound on the size of a value computed by a function. Intuitively, whereas the
sup-interpretation controls the size of the computed values, the weight can be
seen as a control point for the computation of recursive calls.
Deﬁnition 2 (Weight). A weight ω is a partial assignment which ranges over
Fct. To a given function symbol f of arity n it assigns a total function ωf from
Rn to R which satisﬁes:
1. ωf is weakly monotonic.
∀i = 1, . . . , n, Xi ≥ Yi ⇒ ωf (. . . , Xi , . . .) ≥ ωf (. . . , Yi , . . .)
2. ωf has the subterm property
∀i = 1, . . . , n, ωf (. . . , Xi , . . .) ≥ Xi
The weight of a function is often taken to be the maximum or the sum functions.
The monotonicity property combined with the fact that a weight ranges over
function symbols ensures suitable properties on the number of occurrences of a
loop in a program when we consider the constraints given in section 6. Moreover,
the subterm property allows to control the size of each argument in a recursive
call, in opposition to the size-change principle as mentioned in the introduction.

4

Fraternities

In this section we deﬁne fraternities which are an important notion based on
dependency pairs, that Arts and Giesl [4] introduced to prove termination automatically. Fraternities allow to tame the size of arguments of recursive calls.
A context is an expression C[1 , · · · , r ] containing one occurrence of each i .
Here, we suppose that the i ’s are new symbols which are not in Σ nor in Var.
The substitution of each i by an expression di is noted C[d1 , · · · , dr ].
Deﬁnition 3. Assume that f(x1 , · · · , xn ) = ef is a deﬁnition of a program. An
expression d is activated by f(p1 , · · · , pn ) where the pi ’s are patterns if there is
a context with one hole C[] such that:
– If ef is a compositional expression (that is with no case deﬁnition inside it),
then ef = C[d]. In this case, p1 = x1 . . . pn = xn .
– Otherwise, ef = Case e1 , · · · , en of q1 → e1 . . . q → e , then there is a
position j such that ej = C[d]. In this case, p1 = qj,1 . . . pn = qj,n where
qj = qj,1 . . . qj,n .
At ﬁrst glance, this deﬁnition may look a bit tedious. However, it is convenient
in order to predict the computational data ﬂow involved. Indeed, an expression
is activated by f(p1 , · · · , pn ) when f(v1 , · · · , vn ) is called and each vi matches
the corresponding pattern pi .
The notion of activated expression provides a precedence ≥Fct on function
symbols. Indeed, set f ≥Fct g if there are e and p such that g(e) is activated
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by f(p). Then, take the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ≥Fct , that we also
note ≥Fct . It is not diﬃcult to establish that ≥Fct is a preorder. Next, say that
f ≈Fct g if f ≥Fct g and inversely g ≥Fct f. Lastly, f >Fct g if f ≥Fct g and
g ≥Fct f does not hold.
Intuitively, f ≥Fct g means that f calls g in some executions. And f ≈Fct g
means that f and g call themselves recursively.
Say that an expression d activated by f(p1 , · · · , pn ) is maximal if there is no
context C[], distinct from the empty context, such that C[d] is activated by
f(p1 , · · · , pn ).
Deﬁnition 4. In a program p, an expression d = C[g1 (e1 ), . . . , gr (er )] activated
by f(p1 , · · · , pn ) is a fraternity if
1. d is maximal
2. For each i ∈ {1, r}, gi ≈Fct f.
3. For every function symbol h that appears in the context C[1 , · · · , r ], we
have f >Fct h.
All along, we suppose that there is no nested fraternities, which means that a
fraternity d does not contain any fraternity inside it. This restriction prevents
deﬁnitions of the shape f(S(x)) = f(f(x)). This restriction is not too strong
since such functions are not that natural in a programming perspective and
either they have to be really restricted or they rapidly generate complex functions like the Ackermann one. The following examples illustrate typical fraternity
constructions.
Example 2. Consider the program log computing log2 (n) + 1 on an entry of
size n and using the program half of example 1.
log(x) = Case x of 0 → 0
S(y) → S(log(half(S(y))))
half(x) = Case x of 0 → 0
S(0) → 0
S(S(y)) → S(half(y))
This program admits two fraternities S(log[half(S(y))]) and S[half(y)] since
log >Fct half. Take S(log[half(S(y))]), this fraternity is decomposed into a
context S(log[]) and an expression half(S(y)).
Example 3 (division). Consider the following deﬁnitions that encode the division n/m on two entries of sizes n and m > 0:
minus(x, y) = Case x, y of 0, z → 0
S(z), 0 → S(z)
S(u), S(v) → minus(u, v)
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q(x, y) = Case x, y of 0, S(z) → 0
S(z), S(u) → S(q(minus(z, u), S(u)))
This program admits two fraternities minus(u, v) and S[q(minus(z, u), S(u))]
since q >Fct minus.
Deﬁnition 5. A state is a tuple f, u1 , · · · , un  where f is a function symbol of
arity n and u1 , . . . , un are values. Assume that η1 = f, u1 , · · · , un  and η2 =
g, v1 , · · · , vk  are two states. Assume also that C[g(e1 , · · · , ek )] is activated by
C[]

f(p1 , · · · , pn ). A transition is a triplet η1  η2 such that:
1. There is a substitution σ such that pi σ = ui for i = 1, . . . , n,
2. and ej σ = vj for j = 1...k.
We call such a graph a call-tree of f over values u1 , . . . , un if f, u1 , · · · , un  is
its root. A state may be seen as a stack frame. A call-tree of root f, u1 , · · · , un 
represents all the stack frames which will be pushed on the stack when we compute
f(u1 , . . . , un ).

5

Polynomial Assignments

Deﬁnition 6. A partial assignment θ is polynomial if for each symbol f of arity
n of dom(θ), θ(f ) is bounded by a polynomial of R[X1 , · · · , Xn ]. A polynomial
sup-interpretation is a polynomial assignment. A polynomial weight ω of arity n
is a weight which is bounded by some polynomial of R[X1 , · · · , Xn ].
An assignment of c ∈ dom(θ) is additive if
θ(c)(X1 , · · · , Xn ) =

n


Xi + αc

αc ≥ 1

i=1

If the polynomial assignment of each constructor is additive then the assignment is additive. Throughout the following paper we consider additive assignments. As a consequence we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2. There is a constant α such that for each value v of Values, the
inequality is satisﬁed :
|v| ≤ θ∗ (v) ≤ α|v|

6

Local Criteria to Control Space Resources

Deﬁnition 7 (Friendly). A program p is friendly iﬀ there is a polynomial
sup-interpretation θ and a polynomial weight ω such that for each fraternity
expression d = C[g1 (e1 ), . . . , gr (er )] activated by f(p1 , · · · , pn ) we have,
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θ∗ (C[1 , . . . , r ]) = max (i + Ri (Y1 , . . . , Ym ))
i=1..r

with Ri polynomials where each Yi corresponds to a variable occurring in C.
Moreover, for each i ∈ {1, r}, we have that for each substitution σ,
ωf (θ∗ (p1 σ), . . . , θ∗ (pn σ)) ≥ ωgi (θ∗ (ei,1 σ), . . . , θ∗ (ei,m σ))
Moreover, if
∃σ

ωf (θ∗ (p1 σ), . . . , θ∗ (pn σ)) = ωgi (θ∗ (ei,1 σ), . . . , θ∗ (ei,m σ))

Then Ri (Y1 , . . . , Ym ) is the null polynomial.
Example 4. The program of example 2 is friendly. We take θ(S)(X) = X + 1
and θ(half)(X) = X/2. The contexts of the two fraternities involved in this
program are S[], thus having a sup-interpretation θ∗ (S[]) =  + 1. We have to
ﬁnd ωlog and ωhalf such that for every σ:
ωlog (θ∗ (S(yσ))) > ωlog (θ∗ (half(S(yσ))))
ωhalf (θ∗ (S(S(yσ)))) > ωhalf (θ∗ (yσ))
Both inequalities are satisﬁed by taking ωlog (X) = ωhalf (X) = X. Thus the
program is friendly.
Example 5. The program of example 3 is friendly by taking θ(S)(X) = X + 1,
θ(minus)(X, Y ) = X, ωminus (X, Y ) = max(X, Y ) and ωq (X, Y ) = X + Y . An
example of an unfriendly program is given in the full paper.
Theorem 1. Assume that p is a friendly program. For each function symbol f
of p there is a polynomial P such that for every value v1 , . . . , vn ,
f(v1 , . . . , vn ) ≤ P (max(|v1 |, ..., |vn |))
Proof. The proof can be found in the full paper. It begins by assigning a polynomial Pf to every function symbol f of a friendly program. This polynomial
is the sum of a bound on the size of values added by the contexts of recursive
calls and of a bound on the size of values added by the calls which are no longer
recursive. Then it checks both bounds thus showing that the values computed
by the program are polynomially bounded.


The programs presented in examples 2 and 3 are examples of friendly programs
and thus computing polynomially bounded values. More examples of friendly
programs can be found in the appendix of the full paper.
The next result strengthens Theorem above. Indeed it claims that even if
a program is not terminating then the intermediate values are polynomially
bounded. This is quite interesting because non-terminating process are common,
and moreover it is not diﬃcult to introduce streams with a slight modiﬁcation
of the above Theorem, which is essentially based on the semantics change.
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Theorem 2. Assume that p is a friendly program. For each function symbol
f of p there is a polynomial R such that for every node g, u1 , · · · , um  of the
call-tree of root f, v1 , · · · , vn ,
max (|uj |) ≤ R(max(|v1 |, ..., |vn |))

j=1..m

even if f(v1 , . . . , vn ) is not deﬁned.
Proof. The proof is in the full paper and is a consequence of previous theorem
since in every state of the call-tree, the values are computed and thus bounded
polynomially.


Remark 1. As mentioned above, this theorem holds for non-terminating programs and particularly for a class of programs including streams. For that purpose we have to give a new deﬁnition of substitutions over streams. In fact,
it would be meaningless to consider a substitution over stream variables. Thus
stream variables are never substituted and the sup-interpretation of a stream l
is taken to be a new variable L as in the deﬁnition of the sup-interpretations.
Example 6 (Streams). Let e::l be a stream with :: a stream constructor symbol,
e an expression (the head of the stream) and l a stream variable (the tail of the
stram) and suppose that we have already deﬁned a semantics over streams in a
classical way.
addstream(x, y) = Case x, y of z :: l, u :: l → add(z, u) :: addstream(l, l )
Then this (merging) program is friendly by taking θ∗ (l) = L, θ(add)(X, Y ) =
X + Y , θ∗ (x :: l) = θ∗ (x) + L + 1 and ωaddstream (X, Y ) = X + Y . Thus a
variant of theorem 2 holds. The variation comes from the fact that it would be
non-sense to consider streams as inputs, since the size of a stream is unbounded.
Consequently, the inputs are chosen to be a restricted number of stream heads.
In the same way, every mapping program over streams of the shape:
f(x) = Case x of z :: l → g(z) :: f(l)
is friendly if g represents a friendly program. Thus the variant of theorem 2
also applies. Moreover for all these programs we know that the values computed in the output streams (i.e. in the heads of right-hand side deﬁnition) are
polynomially bounded in the size of some of the inputs (heads) since the computations involve only friendly functions over non-stream datas (else some parts of
the program will never be evaluated). Finally an example of non-friendly program is:
f(x) = Case x of z :: l → f(z :: z :: l)
In fact, this program does not ﬁt our requirements since it adds inﬁnitely the
head of the stream to its argument, computing thus an unbounded value.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

The notion of sup-interpretation allows to check that the size of the outputs of a
friendly program is bounded polynomially by the size of it inputs. It allows to capture algorithms admitting no quasi-interpretations (division, logarithm, gcd . . . ).
So, our experiments show that is not too diﬃcult to ﬁnd sup-interpretations for
the following reasons. First, we have to guess sup-interpretations and weights of
only some, and not all, symbols. Second, a quasi-interpretations for those symbol
works pretty well in most of the cases. And so we can use tools to synthesize quasiinterpretations [1, 9]. Our works is related to semi-automatic procedure to analyse
complexity, see for example Benzinger [6] for programs extracted from Nuprl or
Debray et al. for logic programs [12].
Sup-interpretation should be easier to synthesize than quasi-interpretations
since we have to ﬁnd fewer assignments. Moreover it is not so hard to ﬁnd a supinterpretation, since quasi-interpretation often deﬁnes a sup-interpretation, except in the case of additive contexts. Indeed, consider the program f(c(x, y)) =
c(f(x), f(y)) deﬁned over binary trees. It admits the identity function as quasiinterpretation. However it does not admit a sup-interpretation since its context
should have an additive sup-interpretation. Which is clearly impossible in the
friendly criteria. Hopefully this drawback only relies on the friendly criteria and
not on the sup-interpretation itself. We are currently working on a more general
criteria which should be able to capture such programs and whose aim is to capture
entirely the class of programs admitting a quasi-interpretation. As a consequence
every quasi-interpretation satisfying the friendly criteria is a sup-interpretation. A
programmer is also interested in bounding the total number of stack frames. This
issue is partially tackled in the full paper by showing that cycles of the call-tree
corresponding to friendly programs with strict inequalities in the friendly criteria
have a number of occurrences bounded by a polynomial in the size of the inputs.
Since every occurence of a cycle is composed of a bounded number of states (which
depends directly on the size of the program) and since every cycle occurs a polynomial number of times, we know that the corresponding call-tree will have a number
of states bounded polynomially in the size of the inputs. Consequently, for such
programs, both stack frame sizes and the number of stack-frames are polynomially
bounded by the size of the inputs. The corresponding termination result strongly
inherits in a natural way from the dependency pairs method of Arts and Giesl [4].
However, it diﬀers in the sense that the monotonicity of the quasi-ordering and the
inequalities over deﬁnitions (rules) of a program are replaced by the notion of supinterpretation combined to weights. Consequently, it shares the same advantages
and disadvantages than the dependency pairs method compared to termination
methods such as size-change principle by Jones et al. [19], failing on programs admitting no polynomial orderings (Ackermann function, for example), and managing to prove termination on programs where the size-change principle fails. For a
more detailed comparison between both termination criteria see [23]. Finally, an
open question concerns characterization of time complexity classes with the use of
such a tool, particularly, the characterization of polynomial time by determining a
restriction on sup-interpretations.
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